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0. INTRODUCTION

Progress to date in Al has depended on the digital computer as a tool and a

metaphor. Results have shed light both on the organization of mental processes and

the capabilities of digital computers. At the same time, difficulties, problems and new,

hard, questions are becoming clear.

In some cases, the problems are not conceptual but computational. The

implementation of some proposed, and fairly well understood operators simply takes

too long on ordinary computers. It is time to begin the study of the problems

associated with special-purpose machines that can be used in Al applications.

One area of Al that could benefit from such an approach is the study of visual

perception. The vision problem unites many areas of Al. Somehow the raw

information in an intensity array contains a vast amount of meaningful information.

Extracting, expressing and using this information is a major goal, and one worthy both

of maximum effort and diversity of approach.

It is also an area where computational bottlenecks have appeared. Several

approaches to the processing of "low-level" visual information make use of

computationally simple operators that perform on a small, localized, area of the

intensity array. This paper discusses the implementation of a specific vision operator

in VLSI technology. The issues raised range from the reasons why the operator is

implementable, through the details of the implementation, to the areas where

hardware is useful and the advantages of alternative technologies.

The ability to design working circuits is vital if special purpose machines are to

be widely used. However the potential VLSI designer is swamped with considerations

ranging from the organization of the algorithm (which he is presumably interested in)

to annoying electrical properties of the processing technology (which he certainly is

not interested in.) Such a morass of detail is a major obstacle to all but the most

stalwart (or foolhardy) Al worker.

But Al in itself is devoted to the study of the management of complicated

information in computers. Applying ideas learned from Al research is a plausible way

to improve the design process and eventually make it feasible for virtually any well

understood algorithm to be implemented in hardware. In fact, the biggest conceptual
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gain in such an enterprise might not be the actual implementation of the hardware,

but the understanding of the nature of the theories to the degree necessary for their

implementation.

VLSI offers to computer science an important chance to experiment with

alternative architectures. The capabilities of the new technology far exceed the

understanding of those who will program it. The way to begin filling out that

understanding is to construct and test special-purpose hardware. The field of vision

offers well- understood algorithms that could benefit enormously from hardware -- and

the implementation of these operators will provide computer science with some

examples of what this new technology can do.

This project is a step into the new arena. I constructed a chip that performs an

important low-level vision algorithm. The chip works, but the more important results

of this research are the understanding gained about the capabilities of

special-purpose VLSI; and the location and elucidation of important difficulties in the

design process.

Outline

This paper consists of four chapters. In chapter one, I discuss some of the

recent work in the study of visual processing and the reasons that it is both possible

and important to consider hardware implementation. In chapter two, I discuss the

capabilities that hardware can bring to Al research and the sorts of operations best

suited to hardware implementation. I also present the basic architecture of a

proposed "vision machine" that is meant to implement some important low-level

vision operators. Chapter three is devoted to a description and discussion of the

circuit I built. Details of the algorithms and construction are presented. Some

performance measures of the chip are given. The chapter concludes with a criticism

of the design and suggestions for improvements and alternate approaches. Chapter

four is devoted to issues relating to VLSI design. The chapter begins with a

description of the design process I used. I then discuss some of the tools that I used,

and some that I wished I had used.

Invitation

Most of the work in this project was in the actual design of the chip. The reader
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is invited to examine figure 1 and appreciate the magnitude of the effort.
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1. THE VISION PROBLEM

The "vision problem" has the goal of obtaining meaningful information from

visible light. For the purposes of Al, this usually means that a sensor has produced

one or several two-dimensional intensity arrays. From the intensity arrays information

must be computed about what is really "out there" in the world that could be

important for the perceptual system. This computation seems to involve the

segmentation, location, recognition and description of objects. It is important to be

able to extract the relevant information from the rest of the data, the information

corresponding to features in the world from the noise of the sensing process.

1.1 Early Vision

A visual system must be able to separate and condense valuable information as

early in the processing of the information as possible. As the processing of the

information renders it more "meaningful" and useful to the system, it is also more

difficult to deal with large amounts of it, because the later operators are more

complicated. The problem of "early vision" is to reduce the sheer quantity of data

while increasing the density of important information.

Several lines of evidence suggest that this is done by biological systems.

Neurophysiological studies suggest that, as early as the cells of the retina, a large

amount of computation is carried out. Early processing transforms the input from the

original two-dimensional intensity array into a smaller collection of more meaningful

assertions about the intensity variations of the image in space and time. Evidence

from psychophysics suggests that such processing takes place in the human visual

system as well. It is possible for humans to extract enormous detail from scenes

containing very little semantic content. An artist's line drawing of a scene can often

convey much information about the scene despite the fact that the drawing contains

virtually none of the intensity information in the scene. This fact suggests that the

human visual system produces an intermediate representation of images in a form

similar to that of a line drawing, and it is from this representation that later information

is obtained.

Such evidence suggests the that processing of visual information begins with

the extraction of information-rich "feature points" which summarize the form of the
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intensity array at certain places. By limiting the description of the scene to

information about the local regions of a few points, the processes can achieve the

desired summary of the image. One important problem is determining which points to

use as feature points, and determining what sorts of information should be attached to

them.

The location and description of the feature points should be as automatic and

"low level" as possible. It ought to require as little communication with later

processes as possible. These requirements come from the need to produce the

feature points quickly and reliably. Indeed, the computation of the feature points

could be considered to be a part of the imaging process since the information

associated with a feature point depends only on the image itself and not on any

interpretation of it. The feature points are useful in that they summarize and express

the information in a more compact form than the intensity array. Later perceptual

processes, attempting to assemble a semantic interpretation of the image, may then

use the feature points exclusively, relying on them as summaries of the vast and

unmanageable intensity array.

An example of a feature point would be an assertion that a certain position in the

visual field contains an intensity change. The feature point would contain a measure

of the "sharpness" of the intensity change, as well as the local orientation of the

change, and its temporal behavior.

"Early vision" is the name given to the processes that produce the first symbolic

descriptions of the image. Feature points are context-free descriptions of local

regions of the image. Since the operators required for these processes must deal

only with a local region of the image, each may be quite simple. This is fortuitous,

because the total amount of processing is huge.

1.2 Zero-Crossings

An obvious candidate for a kind of feature point is the "edge" assertion. Much

visual processing seems to operate on edges - recognition, shape determination,

scene segmentation. It is important for an account of visual information processing to

explain what properties of the light patterns from the real world correspond to the

perception of edges. Intuitively, an edge is seen at those locations in the image where
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there is some change in the intensity, color, or texture of the scene. This suggests

that edge perception is related to the computation of a spatial derivative. Perhaps

edges are seen at those locations in a scene where some derivative-like operator is at

a local maximum. The application of any such operator to real image has the effect of

filtering the image in some way. The properties of the filter will effect the results

obtained from the derivative operation. It is important that the effects don't impair the

accuracy of the system.

[Marr & Hildreth, 1979] make a very specific definition of a class of feature

points. According to the theory, the original image is convolved with a mask shaped

like the Laplacian of a circularly symmetric gaussian distribution: V2G (Figure 2). This

operation has the effect of smoothing the image and performing a spatial

second-derivative operation on it. The gaussian is the optimal filter for this

application because it simultaneously minimizes the error in both the spatial and

frequency domains. Evidence from both neurophysiology and psychophysics

Figure 2: The V2G Mask. The distance w, the "central panel width" of the mask, is

determined by the space constant of the gaussian. The value of w is related to the

scale at which zero-crossings are detected.
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suggests that the filters actually used in mammalian visual systems are very similar to

this one.

Points in the convolved image where the values cross zero {zero- crossings) are

then located. The zero-crossings represent the locations where the intensity values

has maximal spatial changes. Contours of zero-crossings (which roughly follow

contours of zero second-derivative) often correspond to the perceived "edges" in an

image. The smoothing operation of the gaussian has the effect of band-pass filtering

the image in such a way that the zero-crossings locate the edges at a particular spatial

scale. The scale at which edges are detected depends on the space constant of the

gaussian. The Marr-Hildreth theory suggests that the processing is simultaneously

performed on the image with several different mask sizes so that edges may be

detected over a range of scales. An example of the results of this process is shown in

figure 3.

Information stored with a zero-crossing includes its orientation (the direction of

the zero-crossing contour at the location of the particular zero-crossing). The slope

of the convolved image, which is related to the contrast of the edge, is represented. A

measure of the time-derivative of the image at the point is also represented.

The development of the theory of edge detection was motivated by the need to

elucidate a definition of feature points to match in a theory of human stereo vision

[Marr & Poggio, 1979]. The problem in stereo perception is to match features in one

view of a scene with the "same" features on another view of the same scene. The

disparity in the positions of the features may then be used to determine the distance of

the object producing the features from the viewing apparatus. Thus the definition of a

reliable feature point for the matching operation was vital for the success of the

theory.

The stereo theory makes use of zero-crossings detected at the same scale in two

views. Properties of the V 2G mask make it possible to limit the search for a matching

zero-crossing from one view in the other. Using a small amount of information about

the slope and orientation of the zero-crossings increases the likelihood of a correct

match. The matching process begins by using the zero-crossings found in the image

after convolution with a large mask. This reduces the number of zero-crossings in the

image and makes the problem of finding matches easier. The rough disparity values

found this way are then used to constrain the matching process as more accurate
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disparity results are obtained from smaller mask sizes. The implementation is

discussed in [Grimson, 1980a].

The results of [Logan, 1977] suggest that the zero-crossing description of a

bandpass filtered signal is complete in the sense that the original image may be

reconstructed from the locations and signs of its zero-crossings. While the filters

suggested by the Marr-Hildreth theory do not satisfy Logan's requirements precisely,

the result suggests that the zero-crossing description is very rich in information about

the original image despite the enormous reduction in data. The work of [Grimson,

1980b] suggests that the zero-crossing description can be used for very precise

interpolation of surfaces from the disparity values obtained by stereo matching of

zero-crossings.

Zero-crossings were shown to be reliable features for the extraction of motion

information from an image [Marr & Ullman, 1980; Batali & Ullman, 1980]. The time

derivative of the intensity at the location of a zero-crossing is used to constrain the

direction of motion there. Propagation of these constraints over regions of the image

allows very accurate determination of the direction of motion of objects and also

makes it possible to segment objects moving past one another.

Zero-crossings are used successfully in texture discrimination, surface

perception, determination of occluding contour and other visual tasks. [Stevens,

1980; Witkin, 1981; Marr, 1977]

It was learned during the implementation of some of the zero-crossing theories

that the auxiliary information (direction and contrast) at the zero-crossings need not

be extremely sensitive for the implementations to achieve good performance. The

stereo implementation was very successful using only 12 possible values of direction

information [Grimson, 1980a] and only the sign of the contrast. The motion work used

only 16 possible values for the direction [Batali & Ullman, 1980],

1.3 The Gradient

The gradient operator is a natural choice for early vision, expressing as it does

the magnitude of local changes in the intensity of the image. Much work in vision has

made use of the gradient. The gradient, together with time-derivative information is
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used in the work on optical flow by [Schunk & Horn, 1980] and in the determination of

the velocity of moving objects [Fennema & Thompson, 1979].

A problem with the use of the gradient is that it does not reduce the information

in the image, but simply transforms it, albeit to a potentially more useful form.

However the computation of the gradient is important even for the description of

feature points because the gradient of the image at the location of a zero-crossing,

expressed in polar form, represents the direction and slope of the zero-crossing.

Thus the location of the zero-crossings in an image, together with the computation of

the gradient are important early operations that may be performed on an image to

locate and describe useful feature points.
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2. MACHINES

Properly, the study of Al, indeed all of computer science, is the study of the

capabilities and limitations of machines. Indeed the only ultimate proof of the

feasibility of the Al enterprise is the existence of a smart machine. Most work to date

in Al has consisted of reconfiguring serial machines with programs. As the realization

grows that the performance limitations of serial machines are having a significant

detrimental effect on the progress of Al, more attention must be given to other

architectures.

2.1 Local Processes

As indicated in the previous chapter, much of the work on early visual

processing makes use of operators whose computations are extremely "local" in the

sense that a particular output datum depends on a strictly spatially limited amount of

input data. The convolution, zero-crossing detection, temporal derivative and

gradient, may all be reliably determined by using the values of the image intensity in a

small region nearby the point of interest.

The suggestion has been made by [Horn, 1973] and [Ullman, 1979], that such

local operators are responsible for much of early visual processing. Such operators

could be implemented by a large number of simple processes operating in parallel.

Parallel operation is vital if the important information is to be extracted in a short

period of time. Later processes may be more serial if they have less data to work with.

Other areas of Al make use of programs that suffer from severe bottlenecks in

serial machines. In many cases, the desire is to perform a simple symbolic

computation on a large number of individuals in a data base. The computations are

often as simple as comparing the individuals with some "target". The bottleneck

occurs because in serial machines such comparisons, and indeed any processing at

all, can only be done in one location. So the amount of time it takes to apply a certain

operation to each object in a data-base, no matter how simple the operation, is

proportional to the number of items in the data base. This has the effect of slowing

performance as the program "knows" more (has a larger data-base), and is certainly

not optimal behavior.
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Often in such programs, the computation to be performed at each individual

depends on very few other individuals. In the simple matching case above, the

computation requires only one individual. In cases like this, the nature of the

operation to be performed at each individual does not depend on the size of the

data-base. As in the case of early vision, the situation consists of a simple process

that depends on a small number of elements, working on every element in a large data

structure. One could imagine a large number of operators, one per individual in the

data-base, all working at the same time, and delivering a result in a constant amount

of time. (Actually communications considerations would suggest that the time would

depend on the cube root of the number of processes, but the constant of

proportionality may be so low - because the speed of light is so big - that this

wouldn't matter very much.)

2.2 The Need For Hardware

One of the most important parts of the Al methodology is the testing of theories

by coding them as computer programs. Many interesting properties of a theory are

not apparent until the theory is implemented. The degree to which the implementation

agrees with the expected performance can be used to assess the validity of the

theory.

If the implementation of a theory is difficult or time-consuming, the theory may

not be developed to the degree that would allow a fair assessment. A project whose

success depended on the use of an implementation of even a well-understood idea,

would, if the implementation were too slow, probably never get adequately tested or

exploited.

This is precisely what is happening in vision research. Computing the

convolution of a reasonable image (512 by 512 pixels) on a KL-10 computer takes

several minutes of CPU time. The actual terminal time on a time-shared system may

be measured in hours. Development and implementation of the various zero-crossing

theories all depend on the computation of the convolution before any specific further

computations may be done. The situation only gets worse as the theories deal with

processes that are more and more "high-level." It is easy to lose interest in ideas if

testing their validity takes several hours or days.
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Other areas of Al face the same problem. Many otherwise interesting projects

are never implemented in anything but "toy worlds" because of the time taken to test

even the simple cases to be included in theses. A good example is the work of [Doyle,

1980] which contains some well-thought out ideas about problem-solving, knowledge

representation and belief justification. The work is the latest on a long evolutionary

line of approaches to problem solving and reasoning which have become more and

more difficult to implement. And yet implementation of such promising ideas is vital if

any progress in Al is to be made. Implementation of these and other ideas is

necessary to separate the good, well reasoned ideas from those that are good, well

reasoned and work.

The difficulties in the implementation of some Al programs will be alleviated by

creating special-purpose hardware for them. In some cases, like the "local"

processes mentioned above, the result might be a new, highly parallel, machine. In

other cases it might be advantageous to construct a special machine that operates

with a serial computer, and is called upon to perform some special task that it can

accomplish with blinding speed. (For example: [Rivest, 1980] describes a chip that

performs the computations required for an encryption algorithm. The main feature of

this chip is a 512-bit ALU. Such a large ALU is necessary for the manipulation of the

huge numbers required by the encryption algorithms, but would be rather extravagant

for a standard computer.)

2.3 Architectural Theories

Al theories should explicitly deal with the issues relating to their

implementations. Just as the Al methodology now requires that theories be expressed

as programs, thought should be given to the machines that can run the programs.

Some work in this direction has been done, for example [Fahlman, 1979] proposes an

abstract machine that implements the important operations in the data-base he

proposes for representing knowledge. [Ullman, 1979] suggests certain criteria of

"biological feasibility" for proposed brain algorithms. The criteria include a

conception of "locality" similar to that above, and attempt to express the sort of

algorithms which could be easily implemented in biological systems. I suggest that a

notion of "architectural feasibility" be developed and used as a criterion for Al

theories.
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This suggestion would result in an extension to the role of the computer program

in Al. The computer program implementing a process is a proof of the "computational

feasibility" of the proposed theory. The details of the implementation or the program

are not important to the theory, what is important is the abstractly defined "process"

[Marr, 1981]. But just as a program describes a process, it also presupposes an

architecture on which the process will run.

In some cases, a serial processor is adequate and might even be shown to be

necessary. Even in this case, though, the process might not be the instruction-fetch,

execute cycle seen in today's machines. One could imagine a machine running

something like a TOTE [Miller, ef al, 1960] cycle as its primitive, or the primitive

operation could be a stimulus-response pairing, or, for an Al example, a production

system. Though the processing is serial in all these cases, the primitive operations

are quite different. Hardware specially designed for the specific requirements of each

operation might be able to achieve better performance than a standard computer.

Of course, it is expected that the optimum architecture for certain processes will

contain parallelism of various kinds. Some machines may use relaxation methods or

propagation of numerical parameters. Others may use a literal implementation of

message-passing or semantic nets. Recognizing and exploiting the parallelism will

allow greater understanding of the theories.

The test of an Al theory is its performance as a program. If the program

performs badly, it must be possible to differentiate between a bad theory and a good

theory on an incompatible machine. The architectural description of a theory will

serve as more than simply a suggestion for fast ways to implement it. Just as writing a

program to implement a theory forces its creator to explicitly address the issues raised

by controlling the "process" he is proposing, specifying the architecture will force

him to be aware of interactions that might improve, or hinder, the success of the

implementation. To be able to specify the topology of a machine, the theorist must

completely understand the topology of the problem. This dimension of understanding

must be explored.

An important aspect of architectural feasibility is the asymptotic behavior of the

memory requirements of a program. A serious criticism of work in Al [Dreyfus, 1979]

is that intelligence involves bringing vast amounts of different kinds on information to

bear on a problem. Al programs must be able to store, and access comparable
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amounts of information, and must do so in extremely efficient ways.

Another criteria for architectural feasibility is the complexity of communication

among submodules of a system. Work in the area and time complexity of algorithms

implemented in VLSI suggests that the cost of communication is often the limiting

factor in a design [Thompson, 1980]. This situation seems similar to the locality

requirement in Ullman's biological feasibility requirements and may be due to the

same fundamental factors.

2.4 The Vision Machine

The theories of the early processing of visual information due to David Marr and

his colleagues are examples of work in which attention is paid both to the proposed

process and the required architecture. Many of the theories developed specify

architectural detail to the neuronal level, indeed specific empirical predictions for

neurophysiological research are made. The theories suggest processes which are

especially amenable to hardware implementation.

Operators suggested by the Marr theories take inputs from a limited region of the

image. Often the region of the image that will effect the value of an operator at a point

is limited to a few nearby pixels. The early operators make use of little, if any,

information from the results of later operators. Each operator takes input from earlier

operators (or, ultimately the imaging device), computes a set of values, and sends the

results to later operators. In many cases the sensitivity of the operators is presumed

to be rather low. As mentioned in the last chapter, the zero-crossing theories use only

a few bits of direction and magnitude information at each zero-crossing. This means

that the operators need not be extremely accurate for the system as a whole to

perform well.

These considerations suggest that hardware implementation of some of the

process suggested by the Marr theories might be feasible and useful to research

concerned with the later processes. The local nature of the operators and the low

sensitivity required, suggests that each operator could be relatively simple. Such

hardware would be practical as well, considering that it could compute, for example,

stereo depth maps, and other descriptions of a scene.
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For the very early portions of visual processing, a full set of parallel operators is

not necessary. The convolution, zero-crossing detection and description, and

perhaps stereo matching and motion detection could be done in real-time on a simple

architecture. The implementations of the operators would operate on the image

presented to them as a stream of digital video data. (By "real-time" I mean that the

image is processed as quickly as it appears. Roughly this means that the the

processing for each frame ought to be done in a time comparable to the frame rate of

the video stream. The upper bound on acceptable performance would be about 0.1

second per frame.)

In more detail, the architecture of the "vision machine" is as follows. Consider

the imaging device to be producing a digital video signal, each frame of which is WxW

pixels in size. The resolution is usually 8 bits per pixel. For many applications W is at

least 51 2. This data is sent as a stream, one scan-line at a time, successive scan-lines

in order, (i.e. non-interleaved).

The hardware implementing the operators take input from this stream (or the

outputs of other operators) and send their results to other operators, or perhaps to a

display device, or computer memory for later processing. Each of the proposed

operators for the early phases of vision works over a small region of the image. If an

operator depends on an NxN region of the image to compute its value, N-1 lines of

data must be buffered in a "serpentine memory", and the operator must store (N-1)xN

values internally, so that it has the values of all the pixels in the region. The operator

computes its results from these values. For the system to operate in real-time, the

operator must deliver a result as each new set of data is fed into it - that is, it must be

pipelined. A schematic illustration of the vision machine is shown in figure 4, and the

scheme is discussed in [Ullman, 1980].

For an image of 512 by 512 pixels, each operator must compute its results at a

rate around 1 Mhz. Such performance is available from several different technologies

available today. Some factors influencing the choice of an implementation

technology are discussed in section 4.1.

The vision machine architecture as described above is clearly not suited for

situations where a large amount of communication is required between processors, or

where each processor must be so complicated that it could not operate in a

reasonable time. In some vision work involving constraint propagation, such
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Figure 4: The Vision Machine.

communication is required; other vision operators require accurate results from more

complicated calculations. In such cases a true multiprocessing arrangement must be

used. A system might require a processor for each pixel of the image. If the

processors were programmable, it would be possible to use such a system to compute

one step of a vision process, save the results at each pixel, reprogram the processors

for the next step, and continue the processing. A machine with these capabilities

would be useful in other Al applications.

Tradeoffs involved in multiprocessor applications for Al include the relationship
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of the sophistication of the processors to the number of them that will be used. For a

system of a given complexity, the choice is between using a smaller number of

fully-programmable processors with a communications interface; or a large number of

very simple processors -• essentially an iterative array, where each element is little

more than a finite-state machine.

Another consideration is the imaging device. Present video systems scan the

image and produce a digital stream. This representation of the data is well-suited for

the vision machine as currently conceived but would be unwieldy for a fully parallel

machine. If parallelism is to be employed, it should begin at the imaging device. A

scheme to combine the imaging, convolution, and zero-crossing operators in one,

highly parallel system, has been proposed by [Tom Knight, personal communication].
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3. DEL

In this chapter I present my vision chip, a VLSI integrated circuit for use in the

vision machine. It operates on a convolved image and computes the gradient, and

indicates the presence of zero-crossings at each point in the image. I call the circuit

"DEL." DEL contains roughly 5000 transistors, it is fabricated in silicon-gate NMOS
technology and occupies an area of 19.7 square millimeters.

3.1 Reasons

I had two main reasons for pursuing this research. The first was the utility of the

result. Research into visual processing has the features that make it an ideal

candidate for hardware augmentation: simple, well understood, low-level algorithms

that are extremely time-consuming. Other workers [Nishihara & Larson, 1981; Nudd,

et al, 1979] were developing real-time convolution circuits, the zero-crossing

detection step was the logical next point to attack. Such a circuit would speed up a

very important pair of intermediate computations which are quite useful in later

processing. The success of the stereo and motion theories, together with the

extremely large demand they placed on the resources of conventional computers,

suggested that continued advances, as well as better understanding of existing

theories, would be aided by the faster computation that special purpose devices

would make possible.

The other reason was my feeling that hardware will become more and more

important to the continued progress of Al. In a sense, acquiring facility with VLSI

design is like learning a new programming language. The language is rather limited in

expressivity at this point, however it is one of the few concrete representations of

parallelism available. Implementing something in hardware forces the designer to

become painfully aware of the time, space and interconnectivity requirements of his

algorithm. As I discussed in the last chapter, I think that this is a good thing. In any

case, I wished to acquire the facility in VLSI design and the project was a means to

that goal.

Al in general, and vision in particular, need the computational power that special

purpose hardware can provide. VLSI technology offers the capability of producing

that hardware. However designing very large integrated circuits requires very smart
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design tools - tools that Al can provide. Also, much of what is now called "Computer

Science" deals almost exclusively with serial machines. The power that concurrency

could bring is not understood. In effect, the power of hardware has passed up our

understanding of software •- it seems clear that arbitrarily novel machines could be

built, but there are very few candidates. Vision offers several well understood

algorithms that lend themselves to straightforward implementations in hardware.

Thus this project was an exercise in a new, potentially rich, programming discipline.

Of the two considerations, the latter dominated whenever a conflict arose. That

is to say that the primary concern was to learn as much about the LSI design process,

and about "programming hardware," as possible, rather than attempting to design a

circuit precisely optimal for the job. Specifically, power consumption and speed

considerations were not primary in the design, although attempts were made to insure

that the circuit would not be grossly suboptimal in either of these regards.

Simultaneous with the design of DEL I was involved with the formulation and

implementation of various LSI design tools. Lessons learned regarding these will be

discussed elsewhere, but I feel that they constitute the most important result of this

project.

3.2 Functional Specification

DEL computes an approximation to the two-dimensional gradient, and detects

zero-crossings, at each point in a two-dimensional digital video image that has been

convolved and is presented to DEL as a raster-scanned digital stream. Each point in

the image is an 8-bit 2s-complement intensity value. The actual computation is

performed on a 3x3 pixel region of the image. This means that two lines worth of data

from the input stream must be buffered in a serpentine memory so as to be presented

to DEL in parallel. One of the lines of data only carries the sign of that line, it is used

only for the zero-crossing detection. The gradient is computed on a 2x2 pixel region.

Thus the serpentine memory requirement is only one complete line of data plus one

more line of one bit only. The width of the image doesn't affect the computation

performed by DEL, however the size of the serpentine memory does depend on the

width of the image.

The chip uses a two-phase non-overlapping clock, and performs its

computations in a pipelined manner, with a set of three values taken as input, and an
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output value produced each clock cycle. The circuit takes 13 clock cycles to compute

its results for each point, it stores intermediate results and buffers them in such a way

that all the results for a point - the zero-crossing indication, direction, and magnitude

of the gradient - appear together 13 clock cycles after the data are presented. No

special computations are done at the edges of the image, results computed there will

be wrong. DEL is to run at "video rates", meaning that its clock cycle time should be

at least one megahertz.

3.3 The Algorithm

A schematic block diagram of the DEL circuit is shown in figure 5. The labeled

subsystems will be discussed in this section. In the discussion that follows, we

out

s\y> bt+5

iz cycle*

delay 1

C

£C

PLA

Figure 5a: The Zero-Crossing Detector. The ZC PLA takes its inputs from the sign

bits of the three lines. It recycles the inputs so that each clock cycle it has the sign

bits of a 3x3 pixel region. The one bit zero-crossing indication is stored in a 12-cycle

shift-register delay to appear at the output at the same time as the gradient

information.
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line-1

line -2.

DIFF

Figure 5b: The DIFF and SM subsystems, dy is obtained by subtracting the LINE-1

input from the LINE-2 input, dx is obtained by subtracting the current value of the

LINE-2 input from the previous one, which has been stored in a 1-bit delay. The SM
circuits convert the representation from 2s-complement to sign-magnitude.

consider the operation defined by DEL to be applied to a 3x3 pixel region of an image.

As the details of the computation are presented, it will be apparent that the calculation

is done in such a way that new data may be accepted each clock cycle, and the

results of the inputs of a previous cycle will be output each clock cycle. The input

presented each clock cycle consists of the values in a vertical column of three pixels.

Conceptually, DEL takes an input of this form each clock cycle and shifts it right the

next clock cycle, storing the values in a 3x3 pixel region. The results of the

computation done on this region give the values associated with the central pixel of

the region. Actually, DEL does not store the values of the entire 3x3 pixel region, but

instead keeps only the information it needs for the calculation.

The zero-crossing calculation is performed by the subsystem named ZC by

comparing the signs of the values in the 3x3 pixel region with the table shown in figure

6. If the pattern of signs in the image matches one in the table, a zero-crossing
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Figure 5c: The Arctangent Computation. The logarithms of the magnitudes of the

differences are subtracted in the QUO subtractor. The difference -- the logarithm of

the quotient -- is then given to the ATN table which computes an angle. The signs of

the differences are given to the GEN table to determine the appropriate rotation,

which is done in the ROT adder.

indication is made for the central point in the region. This indication (a single bit) is

then stored in a shift register long enough to be output on the same clock cycle as the

gradient values computed for the central point. As indicated in figure 6, a point must

fulfill two requirements to be flagged as a zero-crossing: (1) the point must have a

non-negative intensity value; (2) one of the neighboring points must be negative.

The gradient is calculated by taking horizontal and vertical first differences

across adjacent pixels of the image. This operation is performed by the subsystem

DIFF. The vertical differences are taken between the central pixel and the pixel

"above" it, the horizontal differences are made between the central pixel and the

"next" pixel input. This requires that the central value must be stored internally for

one clock cycle. The DIFF subsystem contains an 8-bit shift register for holding the

central value for one clock-cycle, and two 8-bit subtractors for performing the
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Figure 5d: The Root-Sum-Square computation, Tfte squares of the magnitudes of

the differences are found in the X2 tables. These values are then added in the SMSQ
adder and the square root found in the SQT table. The result is then delayed to wait

for the arctangent.

differences.

I will call these differences dx and dy, respectively. The pair (dx, dy) is an

approximation to the rectangular form of the gradient. This representation is then

converted to polar form. The polar form of the gradient is more useful for vision

operators because the direction of the gradient along a zero-crossing contour is

normal to the contour, pointing to the positive side; the magnitude of the gradient is

related to the contrast at the zero-crossing.

Both differences are converted into Sign-Magnitude form in the two SM

subsystems. The signs of the differences will not effect the magnitude calculation but

will be used later in the calculation of the direction of the gradient.

The direction of the gradient is computed by performing an arctangent operation

on the ratio of dx and dy. The computation is simplified by exploiting the fact that the
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Figure 6: Zero-Crossing Detection Table. (Top) The arrangement of pixels.

Zero-crossing will be detected at pixel e. (Bottom) Programming of ZC PLA. x means
don 't-care.

arctangent of dy/dx is the same as the arctangent of |dy|/|dx| rotated into the

quadrant corresponding to the signs of the differences, (e.g. If they are both positive,

the result is in the first quadrant.) The quotient operation is performed by computing

an approximation to the logarithm of both values and subtracting.

The logarithm approximation is performed by table lookup in the two LOG

subsystems. The table is shown in figure 7. Note that the table is based on a priority

encoding, only the top 4 bits of the input determine the output. This principle is used

in the other large tables in DEL as well.

The logarithms are now subtracted to determine the logarithm of the quotient in
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the subsystem QUO, a 4-bit subtracter. The quotient is then fed into the table ATN

which computes a 2-bit approximation of the arctangent of the logarithm of its input.

Its table is shown in figure 8. This table is quite simple because it is responsible for

only two bits of the answer.

The remaining two bits of direction information are computed from the signs of

dx and dy in the system GEN. This is a very simple table that produces the angle by

which to rotate the result from ATN to produce the correct angle. The "rotation" is

done by the 4-bit adder ROT. The resultant sum is then output as a 4-bit

approximation to the direction of the gradient.

Computation of the magnitude of the gradient proceeds in parallel with that of

the direction. The magnitude of the gradient is the "Root Sum Square" of the

differences: (dx
2 + dy2)^. this calculation involves determining an approximation to

the square of each input in the X2 tables. The table is presented in figure 9. The sum

of the squares is done in the 4-bit SMSQ adder. Finally, the square-root of the sum is

computed in the SQT table. Its program is shown in figure 10. The result is then

output as a 4-bit approximation to the magnitude of the gradient.

The standard error of the gradient direction calculation, over all input values is

0.644. The standard error of the gradient magnitude calculation is 1 .42.
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Figure 7: The LOG PLA. (Top) Table used by LOG. The value produced by the PLA is

given by the output number associated with the largest number in the in column not

greater than the input. (Bottom) A comparison of the results produced by LOG and

the logarithm function. The two plots are normalized to give the same value when the

input is 255. The standard error of the LOG PLA over the input range is 0. 13.
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Figure 8: The ATN PLA. (Top) Table used by ATN to compute two bits of the

arctangent. Inputs less than -2 are given an output of 0, inputs greater than 2 are

given an output of 4. (Bottom) Comparison of the results produced by the ATN PLA
and the "arctangent of log" function in the first quadrant. The two plots are

normalized to give the same value when the input is 0. The standard error of the

entire arctangent calculation is 0.644
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Figure 9: The X2 PLA. (Top) Table used by X2. The value produced by the PLA is

given by the element of the output column associated with the largest element of the

in column not greater than the input value. (Bottom) A comparison of the results

pr'oduced by the X2 PLA and the "square " function. The two plots are normalized to

give the same value for input 255. The standard error of the X2 PLA is 0.41.
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IN OUT IN OUT

1 3 16 11

2 4 17 11

3 5 18 11

4 5 19 12

5 6 20 12

6 6 21 12

7 7 22 12

8 8 23 13

9 8 24 13

10 8 25 13

11 9 26 14

12 9 27 14

13 10 28 14

14 10 29 14

15 10 30 15

31 15

^7

Figure 10: The SQT PLA. (Top) Table used by SQT. The value produced by the PLA

is given by the element of the output column associated with the largest element of

the in column not greater than the input value. (Bottom) A comparison of the results

produced by the SQT PLA and the square root function. The two plots are normalized

to give the same value for input 3 1. The standard error of the SQT PLA is 0.57.
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3.4 The Chip

A floor-plan of the DEL chip is shown in figure 11. It may be compared with the

photograph of the chip in figure 1

.

The input consists of two full 8-bit lines, taken by the groups of pads named

LINE-1 and LINE-2 respectively, and the sign bit of the third line, taken by the pad

SIGN-3.

The ZC pla performs the table lookup in figure 6. It is a finite-state machine,

saving the values of the signs presented during the two previous clock cycles and

using those, plus the values presented during the current cycle for the table lookup.

The result, a single bit which is high if the central pixel contains a zero-crossing is

sent into a shift register for 12 clock-cycles and output on the ZC-OUT pad.

The DIFF system consists of two 8-bit subtractors, and a shift register. The

quantity dy is computed by subtracting the value of the LINE-1 input from that of

LINE-2. dx is computed by taking the difference between the LINE-2 input and the

value of the LINE-2 input from the previous clock cycle, which is stored in the shift

register.

The two SM systems convert the differences into sign magnitude form. Each

consists of a carry-chain, together with logic to detect the sign of the input. If the

input is positive, it is passed through unchanged. Otherwise, it is complemented and

incremented (the 2s complement operation). In both cases the sign and magnitude

are output.

The data are now placed on the P-BUS, a solution to a rather thorny routing

problem. Data enters the P-BUS and is sent to the LOG PLAs, which perform the table

lookup of figure 7, and the X2 PLAs which perform the table lookup of figure 9. The

outputs of these PLAs are then placed back on the P-BUS. The P-BUS also carries

the signs of the differences from the SM systems to the GEN table to compute the

rotation of the direction angle; it also carries the clock signals.

The direction calculation continues with the QUO subtractor, which sends its

answer to the ATN table (figure 8). The sign values from the P-BUS are stored in a

shift register so that the GEN signal will be ready when the output is available from the
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ATN PLA. The results of these units are added in the ROT adder and the sum is sent

to the 4 ATN pads.

The magnitude calculation uses the SMSQ adder to sum the results of the X2

tables. The result is sent through the SQT PLA whose table is shown in figure 10. The

result is then saved in a shift register for 2 clock cycles so that it will appear on the 4

RSS pads during the same cycle as the corresponding ATN outputs.

A single timing regimen is obeyed by the entire chip, as well as its subsystems.

Each functional object: the DEL chip itself, the adders, the PLAs; considers its input

valid during PHI-1, and produces, and latches its result upon PHI-2 so that it will be

valid for the next system during the following PHI-1 phase.
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3.5 The Pieces

DEL is constructed entirely from three kinds of modules, each slightly modified

for the specific role it is to play. The modules are: PLAs, carry-chains and shift

registers. This approach is much easier than one which would have required many

different kinds of parts, and is also more reliable since a smaller number of basic

building blocks must be constructed and tested.

The shift registers were the very simple shift registers described in [Mead &

Conway, 1980]. A drawing of a shift-register cell is shown in figure 14. As mentioned

in the previous section these are used at several points in DEL to hold data for several

clock cycles. They are "noops" in the pipeline to make different length pipes merge

at the correct time.

The PLAs were used for all table lookup operations as well as to implement the

finite-state machine zero-crossing detector. The PLAs were produced by the PLA

generator Jack Holloway wrote for the SCHEME-79 chip [Sussman, et al, 1979], and I

modified.

The carry-chains are based on a Manchester Carry chain [Kilburn, ef al, 1960]

with a precharged carry line. A schematic diagram of a bit of the carry chain is shown

in figure 12. This particular circuit is one bit of an adder. The carry-propagate (P) and

carry-kill (K) signals are developed from the inputs during PHI-1 while the carry line

(C) is being charged. During PHI-2 the carry is actually propagated and the output is

developed from the P and Cin lines. The P and K signals are developed with full

inverter logic during the clock cycle before the carry occurs. Similarly, the output bit

is developed from the Cin and P signals during the clock signal after the carry occurs.

Thus an entire operation of the carry chain takes 3 clock cycles. However each clock

cycle may thus be relatively fast and, since the chip is intended to work in a pipelined

manner, a fast clock period is the major speed constraint.

The carry chain in the SM subsystem is modified slightly from that discussed

above. The top bit of the input data to the system is used to select one of two drivers

that will feed into the rest of the bits during the PHI-2 clock cycle. The rest of the carry

chain performs as a subtractor each cycle, but if the sign of the input is positive, the

input is simply passed through unchanged, otherwise a complementation is

performed. A signal developed from the sign bit makes the selection.
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out

K

Figure 12: Carry-Chain Circuit. The "kill" and "propagate" signals are developed

from the input during the phi-1 clock phase, during which the precharge signal is

high. Note that the precharge signal disables both the kill and the propagate signals.

During phi-2 the K and P signals are complemented and fed into the carry chain. The

output bit is developed from the Cin and P signals during the next clock cycle.

3.6 Performance

The DEL chip was fabricated as part of the MPC580 multi-project chip set by

XEROX PARC. I received two chips for testing. The chips were tested using the test

facilities designed by Jon Taft [Taft, 1981].

Figure 13 presents the result of applying the zero-crossing detector in DEL to an

interesting image. It may be compared with figure 1.

Testing of the gradient portions of the DEL chip was hampered by the fact that

the processing of the chips was bad. Although both chips approximated the correct

behavior in both the RSS and ATN outputs, neither had completely optimal

performance and the two chips performed differently. However they work well
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Figure 13: Silicon Self-Perception. 77?e image in figure 1 was convolved with a mask

whose central panel width was 12 pixels. The result was then presented to the DEL

chip.
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enough that they are both probably useful as they are for vision applications that need

only the sign of the zero-crossing and a very rough measure of its slope.

The tester had the ability to clock the chip at various speeds. By increasing the

clock rate while keeping the input constant, I was able to determine that the

zero-crossing portion of the chip worked at 2 megahertz and failed at 4 megahertz.

The gradient measurements seemed accurate at 1 megahertz and failed at 2

megahertz. These results satisfy the performance goals and indicate that the circuit

could be used in a real time system.

3.7 Discussion

Perhaps the most novel feature of the DEL chip is the reliance on the

PLA/Carry-chain architecture. By limiting most of the design to variations on these

two building blocks, I was able to design more quickly and reliably than if a large

number of special subsystems were used. The architecture seems suitable for any

situation in visual processing where is is necessary to compute function which

depends on the values of several adjacent pixels.

All of the table lookup PLAs were constructed by making the outputs depend on

only the 3 or 4 most significant bits of the input. It turned out that this method was

successful for my needs since it resulted in PLAs that were small enough to be

practical, and furthermore the system as a whole was accurate to the 4- bit outputs

produced. If more accuracy is required for other applications, a priority encoder

could be used together with a table lookup. Such a system was actually designed for

the DEL chip but was found not to be necessary for the accuracy desired.

The DEL chip essentially performs three calculations at the same time -- the

zero-crossing detection, gradient direction, and gradient magnitude. This

arrangement requires that the operations be done in parallel. Chips that must simply

compute one value at each point - for example: the convolution calculation - could

use serial operators at higher clock frequencies.

As I mentioned at the beginning of this section, my goals in this work were

twofold: gaining experience at IC design, and producing a useful chip and thereby

demonstrating that such hardware implementations of Al algorithms were possible. I
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certainly have gained much experience in design. The most important lesson learned

about IC design is that human beings don't want to do it. More will be said in the next

chapter about support computers must give to the IC designer.

This project has demonstrated the feasibility of VLSI implementations of Al

algorithms. Although I have not tested a perfect chip yet, the ones that I have

received are useful as they are. I intend to design a slightly modified version of the

chip soon. The new model would use faster PLAs and probably priority encoders to

enable several bits more accuracy.

3.8 Criticisms

There are several valid criticisms that can be made to the approach presented

here. They range from specific implementation details to the desirability of the

implementation technology.

Although I optimized several cells for speed, the slowest operators in DEL, and

thus the ones that most limits its speed, are the PLAs. Since the AND plane of the PLA

is driven by inverters, its delay could have been reduced by using better drivers. I

used the PLA generator that was available, however. The choice here, like that in

many cases in the project, was for ease of design.

Computing the gradient by first differences is certainly not the most accurate

choice. Other operators could have been implemented, perhaps with basically the

same architecture. The approach was chosen because it was the easiest to

implement. The first differences approximation to the gradient is more justified for

this project than it might otherwise be for two reasons, both having to do with the fact

that it is intended to be used to implement portions of the Marr theories: First, the

theories require only a small amount -- a few bits -- of direction and contrast

information. In fact, the theories really only require rough approximations to the

gradient anyway, since they are intended to account for biological information

processing. Certainly no biological system could rely on having perfectly accurate

numerical calculations available. Second, the chip is designed to operate on an

image that has been smoothed significantly by a gaussian convolution so that the first

difference approximation to the gradient is more accurate than it would be in the more

general case.
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The DEL chip really performs two separate operations - zero-crossing detection

and gradient calculation. The zero-crossing detection is a very simple operation and

could be performed by a simple comparator when the convolution is done. The

gradient, on the other hand, could be computed by using a ROM as a table and

looking up the result directly from the results of the first differences - which could be

computed with a pair of subtractors and a shift register. The ROM approach is also

more flexible because any function of the first differences could be stored in the ROM.

The general criticism is that by using VLSI, I have created an inflexible system that,

arguably, doesn't even do the right thing.

This criticism is correct and more discussion of the relative merits of VLSI versus

discrete implementations will be presented in the next chapter. Recall, however, that

functionality was only one goal of the project.

Finally, it would seem that the vision machine architecture is rather limited. The

only reason that the approach of having a number of operators on a serial stream can

work, is that "later" computations don't communicate much with "earlier" ones. The

hope is that enough can be done with this scheme so that later, more communication

intensive processes, can work more leisurely on data that has been significantly

reduced and summarized by the simple early processors.

Many Al algorithms, including some in vision, make use of extensive

communication between processes. The stereo theory [Marr & Poggio, 1979] is

"cooperative" and several other vision programs [for example: Ikeuchi & Horn 1981,

Waltz, 1975] make use of constraints which must propagate information between

operators at the "same" level of the computation. Development of the stereo theory

and other vision work suggests that information flows "downward" at some points in

the early processing of visual information.

These processes could not be implemented in the vision machine architecture.

They seem to require a large number of communicating processing elements.

Certainly a major area of research will be the study of possible and practical

architectures for these processes. Study must be given to both the area of designing

the operators, and abstractly describing what they are supposed to do.
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4. VLSI DESIGN

If hardware is to have an impact on progress of Al, the design process must be

as painless as possible. Most importantly, it must free the designer from details with

which he is unconcerned. During my work designing DEL, for example, I had to

consider details ranging from the transient behavior of nodes during inter-clock

periods, to the best way to compute an arctangent. While it isn't clear which details

the Al worker wants to grovel in, certainly they are more like the latter than the former.

In this chapter I will discuss some issues relating to the design of a hardware

implementation of an algorithm.

4.1 Choice of an Implementation Technology

In the previous chapter I described the implementation of a particular operator in

a specific technology. The choice of a technology in which to implement a given

operator depends on several factors, some intrinsic to the technology, and others that

depend on the operator.

The most important choice to be made is that between the monolithic approach

(LSI) and the discrete component approach. The primary advantage of the latter is

that it is flexible and modifiable. The circuit may be debugged and altered if the

original design is faulty or if the goals of the implementation change after the design is

complete. An LSI design is, literally, "etched in stone" and alterations of existing

chips are impossible. The discrete approach is also the most familiar. Parts, supplies

and experienced designers are available. This factor also affects the cost of such an

implementation.

LSI has the size advantage. An operator that would require many packages of

TTL parts could fit in one LSI package. (This comparison isn't entirely fair - the

typical LSI chip needs several discrete components for support when it is used.)

Power and speed considerations between the discrete and monolithic approaches

aren't obvious yet but the trend seems to favor LSI. The monolithic approach also

avoids the problems associated with the packaging of discrete components --

physical damage to chips, deterioration of bonding leads, etc. The more that can be

done on a single chip, the less serious this problem. Also, LSI is conceptually easier

to understand. The simple models of transistors as switches and resistors is adequate
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for most of the design process. And since the designer is building a whole system, he

doesn't have to cope with time multiplexing pins, or configuring an over-general TTL

device to his specifications.

Some general conclusions: If size is at a premium, LSI is certainly the way to go.

If the algorithm being implemented is not well understood and could be subject to

change during or after the design process, a discrete component approach is

indicated. If the algorithm is well understood and many copies of the hardware are

planned to be build, LSI has advantages. If the algorithm is simple, and experienced

designers and plenty of parts are available, components probably should be used. I

think that while the increasingly complex candidate algorithms for hardware

implementation will eventually swing the argument in the favor of LSI, this certainly is

not true yet. The biggest obstacle in the way of the use of LSI is the difficulty of

design.

4.2 The Design of DEL

In this section I present a chronology of the design process of the DEL chip. I

feel that this should be instructive to those contemplating similar projects, and those

seeking to locate the steps in the design process where automatic support is most

critical.

During the fall term of 1979, I constructed a chip for the design project in Jon

Allen's LSI design course. This project was a very simple zero-crossing detector chip.

It had a fatal design bug and didn't work. (A wire was extended past the point it was

meant to terminate and shorted a transistor.)

I began thinking about the possibility of the DEL chip during February 1980

when I became aware of a multi-project chip set being arranged by XEROX PARC for

May of that year. During the later parts of February and the early weeks of March I

had decided on an algorithm to implement. It seemed clear to me at that point that I

would be relying on large PLAs for most of my calculations. I therefore wrote a

program that simplified PLA programs to minimize the area of the resultant PLA. As it

turned out, the design of the programming I ultimately used for the PLAs was such

that this wasn't necessary.
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By the 11th of April I had the basic architecture (as shown in figure 5) worked

out. The programming for the PLAs was computed next. The most important part of

this process was my understanding that the input planes for the PLAs could all use the

priority encoding idea. All that remained was to encode the values of the functions

being computed by the PLAs at each of the input points.

The deadline for the project chip was May 30th. The next weeks were spent

doing the actual design. The modifications to the PLA program, and the design of the

carry chain took about a week. Two weeks were spent putting together the major

subsystems, and three were spent wiring them together. Around the 16th of May, I had

completed a preliminary design.

The design of the chip was done completely textually, specifying the geometry

with the layout language written by Gerald Sussman and Jack Holloway for the

Scheme-79 chip. The language, a predecessor of that described in [Batali &

Hartheimer, 1980] is a LISP-based language, in which the design is created by

defining procedures that constructs a hierarchically ordered data-base. Different

representations of the design may be extracted from the data-base, including the

information to update the design if certain portions of it are altered, as well as the

actual CIF file used to construct the chip. A graphics interface to the data-base was

written for the LISP machine by Neil Mayle and I. This made it possible to view the

results of the textual description. Interspersed with the actual design of the chip was

time spent implementing features or fixing bugs of the design system.

An example of the language that I used to design DEL is shown in figure 14.

At this point the design was ready to be debugged. I used the software designed

by Clark Baker and Chris Terman [Baker, 1980; Terman, 1981] for deign rule

checking, node-extraction and simulation. Several design rule violations were found.

The textual design language made it easy to modify the offending cells. The chip was

then node-extracted and simulated and mostly worked the first time through. The

most major bug located at this point was in the table that determined the rotation of

the arctangent depending on the signs of the differences. This PLA was

reprogrammed. The day before the deadline, the chip tested correctly and was

submitted for processing.

While the construction of a chip of this complexity in roughly three
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1 (DEFLAYOUT SHIFT-REG ()

2 (SET-THE 'ORIGIN (PT 0))

3 (SET-THE 'H-PITCH 19)

4 (SET-THE 'V-PITCH 19)

5 (SET-THE 'GND-HT 2)

6 (SET-THE 'VDD-HT 21)

7 (SET-THE 'INPUT (PT 4 13))

8 (SET-THE 'SLICE 14)

9 (SET-THE 'CIN 1)

10 (SET-THE 'COUT 20)

11 (SET-THE 'PU-PT (PT (THE SLICE) 1))

12 (SET-THE 'PHI-SLICE (THE CIN))

13 (SET-THE 'GND (WIRE (METAL 4) (PT (THE GND-HT)) (X (THE H-PITCH))))

14 (SET-THE 'VDD (WIRE (METAL 4) (PT (THE VDD-HT)) (X (THE H-PITCH))))

15 (SET-THE 'PHI1 (WIRE POLY (PT (THE CIN) 0) (Y (+ (THE V-PITCH) 4))))

16 (CALL 'BUTTING-CONTACT NIL 'ROT '(0 -1) 'TRANS (PT 6 13))

17 (CALL 'PULLUP '(6) "(TRANS (PT (THE SLICE) 11)))

18 (CONTACT S DIFF (PT (THE SLICE) (THE VDD-HT)))

19 (WIRE DIFF (PT (THE SLICE) (- (THE VDD-HT) 2)) (-Y2))

20 (WIRE POLY (PT 7 13) (-Y 7) (+X 10))

21 (WIRE (DIFF 6) (PT 12 8) (-Y 4))

22 (CONTACT HDIFF (PT 12 (THE GND-HT) )))

Figure 14: Example of layout language. (Above) Textual specification of a cell. The

cell will be one half-cycle of a shift-register. Line 1 indicates the definition of a kind of

layout object named "shift-reg". This particular cell takes no arguments but in

general arguments may be passed when the cell is instantiated, at which time the

code constituting the body of the definition is evaluated. Lines 2-12 name some

parameters and important points in the cell that will be useful while constructing the

cell and later, when the cell is used. Lines 13-15 make wires and give them names.

Lines 16 and 17 create parts of the cell - a butting contact and a pullup - by calling

previously defined cells with arguments, and specify where they should be placed and

what orientation they should have. Lines 18 and 19 connect the top of the pullup to

the VDD wire. Lines 20 and 21 create the pulldown transistor and line 22 connects it

to ground. The cell created by this definition is shown on the next page.

graduate-student-months is something of an accomplishment, there are several

aspects of the design process I used that could be improved. The most obvious is the

lack of graphical feedback that was available. Although I described the chip textually,

the only way to be sure that the description was correct was to see what it looked like.

The graphics system that I used was rather low resolution and slow.
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Figure 14 (continued): An instantiated SHIFT-REG cell. See previous page for layout

language code and discussion.

Actually, although textual representation of the design is desirable to make cell

descriptions that are parameterizable and flexible, it is often very difficult to make a

textual description of a command that could easily be implemented by pointing at a

particular position on a picture of the design. The Icarus [Fairbairn & Rowson, 1978]

and Daedalus [Shrobe, 1981] design systems make it possible to design completely

graphically, but then lose the modifiability of the resultant cells.

The single most painful part of the design process was the wiring. This phase
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required that all the parts of the chip be viewed at once, to be sure the wires went

where they were supposed to go, and taxed the graphics display system to the limit.

Clearly reliable automatic routers are needed.

Finally, although the design verification tools I used were invaluable, it was

inconvenient to have to run them only when the design was complete. A more useful

approach might involve verification and simulation throughout the design process.

One would describe the layout of the project, along with an electrical and functional

description. These descriptions could then be compared with those determined by

the verification tools and the designer notified of discrepancies.

4.3 Design Tools

The primary disadvantage of LSI for implementing algorithms is the inflexibility of

the design. It is necessary that the design be correct before fabrication - especially

so if the cost of fabrication is high, whether measured in time or dollars. The

advantages of discrete implementations would fade if satisfactory design aids for LSI

can be developed.

If, as I suggested was desirable in chapter 2, many Al algorithms are to be

implemented in hardware, it must be possible that the researcher who is to use a

device be able to build it. However the researcher who is interested in a hardware

implementation of his favorite algorithm doesn't want to learn electronics. Details

removed from the actual specification of the algorithm must be automatic -- creating

chips must look as much like programming as possible. The designer must be able to

concentrate on the "algorithmic" aspects of the design, rather than the details of the

particular fabrication technology.

The design system must be able to do more than just maintain a representation

of a design. It must be able to do much of the detail work of the design process.

Ideally the system would be like a compiler -• taking an algorithm expressed in a

"high-level" language and producing a finished chip. The implementation may not be

the fastest, smallest, or most efficient, but as in a compiler, the important thing is the

ease with which it allows a large improvement in productivity on the part of the

designer.
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A somewhat less ambitious goal, but one whose result would still be very useful,

is to provide the designer with a large number of tools at each point of the design

process. Each tool would be optimized to do a particular job well - routing,

compacting a cell, node extracting, making plas, etc -- and it is up to the designer to

decide when, where and how to use the tools.

An important part of this process is that the designer must be able to describe

his design at several levels of abstraction. He may view the pieces of his design as

"subroutines" for working out the algorithm, as modules to be wired together while he

is instructing the routing program, and as design projects in their own right when the

time comes to actually determine the details of the parts. It is important that support

be given to these multiple representations. The standard layout languages usually

just support the "rectangle" description of the design that is really most useful to the

final fabricator of the design. The designer wants to think about rectangles as little as

possible -- especially if the algorithms he is implementing are difficult, as they

increasingly are. for example, the designer would rather spend his time considering

details similar to those presented in figure 5 of this document, rather than those

presented in figure 14.

Ideally, the design system would be able to insure that the different descriptions

were consistent. For example the circuit description of a subsystem as described by

the designer should match that determined by a node extraction program. I call this

style of design "Incremental Verification." Such a design system allows the designer

multiple representations of his work, and continually compares them with each other,

notifying the him if inconsistencies arise.

The next step is to let programs actually fill in the details of the design. An

example of this already widely used is a PLA generator. The programming of the PLA

is typically described as Boolean equations, or perhaps as microcode, and the

generator produces a layout from this specification. There are two important things

about this process. First, the designer describes the PLA at the level he wishes to use

it -- as a "function block" or a "micro-controller" rather than as a set of rectangles;

second, once the PLA generator is complete and debugged, verifiers are

unnecessary. Ultimately a design system would provide many analogous tools. The

designer would be left with the job of specifying his algorithms and deciding which

tools to use. Eventually, perhaps, "smart" programs could take the designer out of
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